Attached is an approval proof of your print project. This approval proof is presented to you for review to confirm that your job is
set correctly.
Visual 6 Graphics provides this approval proof as a proactive tool for your benefit, and we ask that you please use this tool to your
advantage. We ask that you check this proof carefully for misspellings, grammatical errors, missing & incorrect fonts, missing or rewrapping text, or misplaced images that may appear. We will not be responsible for errors you approve. Please bring any changes to
our immediate attention. We will discuss the details of these changes with you to insure we completely understand your
requirements, we will make requested changes, and we will provide you with a revised approval proof once the changes are
complete.
Please Note:
It is not our policy to proof read electronic files that originate elsewhere; unless specified.
It is important to review this proof carefully, as V6 Graphics is not responsible for any errors and/or mistakes for work
printed per customer’s approval. While we make every effort to produce premium quality projects, V6 Graphics cannot
accept responsibility or liability for errors and mistakes if work is printed as per customer’s approval.
This proof of your project is intended for content and position only.
The colors shown are only approximated on any computer monitor or laser print. The color appearances vary from
computer to computer depending on color, contrast, and brightness settings on each computer, and surrounding lighting
conditions.
V6 Graphics will not move forward on final print of any project without a digital or signed and dated approval proof.
If the original proof requires revisions, you will receive two complimentary editing opportunities to request changes to your
project proof. If additional editing sessions are necessary, you will be charged an hourly rate for the work and/or materials
required. Additional editing sessions may also affect your scheduled completion date.

Please sign, date and return this form to verify that V6 Graphics has provided an approval proof of your
print project, and that you understand the approval proof process. We cannot proceed with production
until we have received this completed form.
Job Approved____________________________________________________________ Date:_______________________________
Not Approved____________________________________________________________ Date:_______________________________
(Please detail required edits with a short summary below)
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